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S P E C I F I C AT I O N S

GENERAL

• Source Four™ Revolution™ is an automated ellipsoidal
reflector spotlight providing DMX control of pan, tilt, 
zoom, beam edge focus, and colour.

• Two module bays for DMX control of plug-in modules

• Weight – 29.5 kgs, 65 lbs

LAMP

• New 750W QXL™ – Quick eXchange Lamp

• Patented 4-filament lamp provides 22,950 initial lumens

OPTICAL

• Zoom Range – 16-36°

• Focus – softens beam edges and gobos

• 24-frame quick-change colour scroller

• Internal Media Frame 

• Accessory slots at luminaire opening

MODULARITY

• Two unique “plug and play” module bays which may 
be equipped with the following optional modules:

Iris Module
Static Wheel Module
Rotating Wheel Module
Shutter Module

PERFORMANCE

• Smooth, even cosine field

• Pan – 540º 
16-bit resolution

• Tilt – 270º
16-bit resolution

• QuietDrive™ motor drive technology and advanced 
cooling design for virtually silent operation

• On-board ultra-quiet dimmer

• RDM-ready

• Marked

ORDERING INFORMATION

Model No. Description

Fixture

S4R Source Four Revolution (90V-240V, 50/60Hz)

Modules

IM Iris Module

SWM Static Wheel Module

RWM Rotating Wheel Module

SM Shutter Module

US AND INTERNATIONAL PATENTS PENDING

   30.0"
(762mm)

   30.5"
(775mm)

   28.1"
(713mm)

   33.7"
(856mm)

   13.5"
(344mm)

   12.5"
(317mm)

   17.9"
(454mm)

   15.5"
(394mm)

   15.7"
(400mm)

   24.4"
(619mm)

    4.6"
(116mm)

   33.7"
(856mm)
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There has never been a moving light like this – so versatile yet

affordable, so quiet and reliable. And best of all, so quintessentially

and brilliantly Source Four. We’re talking about a Revolution.

Source Four Revolution has been engineered for maximum

performance with minimum cost. Every venue – from touring

shows to professional theatres – can have the power of automated

lighting with Source Four quality.

In professional production lighting there’s no margin for error.

You choose reliability and repeatability over flashiness and extra

speed. Source Four Revolution returns to the precise position,

colour, and shutter cut every setting, cue after cue. And with

Revolution’s ingenious modularity and innovative features, 

a revolution in lighting creativity can be yours. Source Four

Revolution, automated lighting truly designed for the theatre.

SOURCE FOUR 
LIGHT OUTPUT

Source Four Revolution 

uses an incandescent lamp

and the same proven optics 

of the Source Four Zoom. 

This is the first moving 

light that will really match 

and blend with your Source 

Four luminaires. You get 

the superior brightness and 

cosine distribution you expect, 

along with excellent imaging 

and 16-36° zoom capability. 

Acclaimed ETC efficiency in 

a moving light. 

REVOLUTIONARY
QUIETNESS

Perhaps the greatest moving-

light challenge in the theatre

is noise. Making a truly 

quiet light is not just about

eliminating fan noise. ETC’s

exclusive QuietDrive™ makes

motors run in a new way –

quietly. All of the time. The

way a moving theatrical

luminaire should be.

FINALLY, TRUE GEL COLOUR

If you really want L201 or

R02, substitutions just won’t

do. We integrated a unique

quick-change colour scroller

into Revolution – without

light leaks, without extra

power and control cables, 

and with your favorite gel

colour choices. Don’t worry

though, we like vibrant

dichroic colours too, so there

is a place for them as well.

INTERNAL MEDIA FRAME

Revolution’s automated

Internal Media Frame allows

you to insert a conventional

filter into the beam whenever

required. We ship it with a

frost filter for beautifully soft

beam edges. Need colour

correction instead? Or an

extra gel colour, just in case?

No problem. The automated

frame accepts regular

lighting media. 

GLOBAL ELECTRONICS

Revolution’s motor-control

circuitry, on-board dimmer

and all other electronics

automatically adapt to 

all global voltages and

frequencies. If convenient

power is a nearby dimmer 

set on non-dim, no problem.

Revolution can handle it.

REVOLUTIONARY QUICK
EXCHANGE LAMP

The new QXL™ (Quick

eXchange Lamp) gives 

ETC’s new moving light the

beautiful warm tones and 

rich colour rendering of an

incandescent source. QXL

incorporates the proven

filament design of the

acclaimed HPL with a 

new, patented lamp base 

to allow you to change the

lamp without opening the

housing on the luminaire 

and without disturbing any

lamp settings and optics. 

R E V O L U T I O N A R Y P E R F O R M A N C E

R E V O L U T I O N A R Y

M O D U L A R I T Y

Does every light need every feature all of the time? With Source

Four Revolution, you decide how to configure your light. The

standard base unit provides pan, tilt, beam-edge change, 16-36°

zoom range, Internal Media Frame, integrated colour scrolling,

and on-board dimming. Designed into the unit are two module

bays that are the key to the Revolution’s amazing flexibility.

Need to add or change features and functionality? Simply loosen

two thumbscrews, and slide in one or two modules. No menus 

to navigate or profiles to change. No tools.

Pick your module. Revolution’s Iris Module allows you to take

your 36-degree soft-edge wash beam down to a 10-degree pin

spot in just one cue. The Static Wheel Module is perfect for

dichroic colours or break-up gobos. The Rotating Wheel Module

lets you index linear gobos right into place or do continuous

rotation for great effects. The Shutter Module makes Revolution

a true four-blade framing spotlight. If you don’t need a particular

module, you don’t have to buy it. 

S O U R C E F O U R™ R E V O L U T I O N™

IRIS MODULE

18-leaf iris

Smooth operation

Simple, repeatable 
beam-edge control

On-board auto-sensing
electronics

STATIC WHEEL 
MODULE

Three positions, plus open

Gobos or dichroic 
colour filters

Uses M-sized gobos

On-board auto-sensing
electronics

ROTATING WHEEL 
MODULE

Three positions, plus open

Rotating, indexable gobos

Steel and glass gobos
accepted 

Uses M-sized gobos

On-board auto-sensing
electronics

SHUTTER MODULE

Multi-plane shutters for
flexible beam shaping

All shutters have 
45-degree rotation

On-board auto-sensing
electronics
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